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You can punch

Jun Togo
I wanted to punch this guy I hated so much, but I have no strength to do that.

Asshole!

But even if I was strong enough to punch him, I am worried about the revenge I might receive later. So I decided that I want someone else to punch him, but how can I do that?
It may be possible, if I pay the money.

But I don't have enough money, and even if I do, I prefer not to use my own.
It may be possible if I use the power of authority.

But I don't have any authority, and even if I do, I don't want to take any responsibility for the order.
So I whispered to many people.

Hey listen to this, it's a secret between you and me, that guy is really evil, I heard.
Needless to say, we have been taught as follows since we were children.

Fight against what is bad
Yes, good & evil is extremely attractive!!
Afterword – ‘You can punch’ picture book

There seems to be so many illusions related to the 'good and evil' ideology. These illusions tend to cause various tragedies, which cause millions of people to suffer. (Please refer to my book, *Good and Evil Addiction*).

I have written this picture book with this illusion as the theme with the aim of reducing such tragedies.

You can freely make copies of (download/print/distribute) this picture book, so long as you do not obtain any monetary gains. Obtaining profit/money from this book is strictly prohibited except our written agreement.

You can also download other picture books and messages written by Jun Togo from the web below.

www.peace-picturebook.org
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